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Worldwide Livestream Premiere Event: JUNE 12
Available everywhere on JUNE 15 (DIGITAL/VOD)

Synopsis: A comedy about making a horror movie from the director who brought you, Truth or Dare

(2017). When six co-stars learn their hit TV show is about to be cancelled, they decide to shoot their own

movie - after all, how hard can it be? Stuck for a plot, they unintentionally summon a demonic spirit with

an affinity for violence that starts picking them off, one vapid actor at a time.



STARRING
Luke Baines (Shadowhunters) - @lukebaines

Darren Barnet (Never Have I Ever) - @darrenbarnet
Tim Granaderos (13 Reasons Why) - @timothygranaderos

Claire Holt (Vampire Diaries) - @claireholt
Katherine McNamara (Shadowhunters) - @kat.mcnamara

Emmy Raver-Lampman (The Umbrella Academy) - @emmyraver
Kal Penn (Harold and Kumar go to White Castle) - @kalpenn

Aisha Tyler (Friends) - @aishatyler
Kevin Daniels (Council of Dads) - @kevindaniels27

Lesly Kahn (Quantum Leap) - @leslykahn
Sohm Kapila (Jane The Virgin) - @sohmkapila

Run Time 87 minutes
Directed by Nick Simon
Written by Luke Baines & Nick Simon
Produced by Bronwyn Cornelius, p.g.a., Marina Stabile, p.g.a.
Producers Luke Baines, p.g.a., Nick Simon, p.g.a.
Executive Producers Randy Sinquefield, Darren Barnet, Timothy Granaderos, Claire Holt,

Katherine McNamara, Emmy Raver-Lampman, Phil Hunt, Lucy Fenton
Director of Photography Kevin Duggin
Editor Don Money
Music Composed Nima Fakhrara
Music Supervisor Lindsay Wolfington

For more information check out: www.untitledhorror.com
Instagram @untitledhorror /Twitter @untitledhorror/ Facebook @untitledhorror

For press inquiries:
Marian Koltai-Levine – Marian.Koltai@rogersandcowanpmk.com  

Leigh Wolfson – Leigh.Wolfson@rogersandcowanpmk.com
Nina Baron – Nina.Baron@rogersandcowanpmk.com  
Emily Motill – Emily.Motill@rogersandcowanpmk.com

Schwinn, Madeline - Madeline.Schwinn@rogersandcowanpmk.com
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

When Luke Baines called to ask if I wanted to write a horror screenplay with him in the early days of

lockdown, I immediately said yes. My first thought was that we should not only write the script, but also

figure out a way to make it ourselves at the same time.

Luke and I somehow found immediate inspiration considering the dire circumstances in the outside

world. We wrote what we knew (as they say) - Luke bringing his experience as an actor and me bringing

what I’ve learned writing in the horror genre. It seemed to flow so harmoniously that the feature-length

script was completed in a matter of weeks. The idea for the film was born out of an interest in the

process actors go through - contrary to what the script might make you think, I actually love actors so

much. It always blows my mind to watch actors put themselves on the line to reach new levels of raw

exposure - especially when the circumstances around them are completely surreal and sometimes

ridiculous - and this film is no different.

This movie is all about having fun, for the actors and the audience. On the surface, “Untitled Horror

Movie” is the unlikely pairing of “Best In Show”, “Scream” and “Searching” mixed with a splash of

“Community”. Part ghost movie, part self aware comedy, part deranged Gen-Z satire — with the teaming

of six amazing actors that all stem from different backgrounds. Not only are these actors performing in

this film, they are the cinematographers, the gaffers, the make up artists, and their own boom operators.

Dig deeper and you’ll discover this film is also a warped love letter to the comedy/horror genre. Dig even

deeper and you will find a satirical, post-modern take on the state of self-importance in society. It’s

funny, it’s scary, it’s subversive. In other words — the exact film we need right now.

I sincerely hope you enjoy the endless amounts of hard work and love for this business that went into

this picture as much as I do.

-Nick Simon



CAST & CREW BIOS

NICK SIMON (Director / Co-Writer /Producer)
Nick Simon is a writer and director best known for the 2015 Toronto International Film Festival pick, The
Girl In The Photographs, starring Kal Penn and executive produced by his mentor, Wes Craven. Nick
attended the American Film Institute Conservatory, where upon graduation, he co-wrote and directed
his first thriller, Removal. During the next several years Simon continued to write and direct for TV and
film. Sticking within the horror and thriller genre. With films like Truth or Dare (2017), The Pyramid, and
Cold Comes The Night. He is currently working on a choose-your-own-adventure-style horror film with
Steven Spielberg‘s Amblin Partners.

LUKE BAINES (Actor/ Co-Writer /Producer)
Luke Baines is an English-born, Australian actor, writer and producer. Best known for his work on Netflix’s
fantasy drama series Shadowhunters, which earned him a Teen Choice nomination, Luke also portrayed
Wes Craven's last serial killer in the film The Girl In The Photographs, and acted opposite Andrew Garfield
in David Robert Mitchell’s Under The Silver Lake. Released by A24, the film premiered at the 2018 Cannes
Film Festival. His other film credits include, Syfy Channel's Truth or Dare, The Ever After, As Night Comes,
A Dark Place and Disney's Saving Mr. Banks.

BRONWYN CORNELIUS (Producer)
Bronwyn Cornelius is an award-winning Los Angeles-based filmmaker. She is best known for developing
and producing critic favorite Clemency, which won the 2019 Sundance Grand Jury Prize, was nominated
for three Independent Spirit Awards including Best Feature, and received a BAFTA nomination for
Leading Actress, Alfre Woodard. Her films have played at festivals around the world including Toronto
and BFI London, have won top jury prizes at Sundance and SXSW, and have been released theatrically
and worldwide by such companies as NEON and Focus Features. Other features include Greencard
Warriors (over 4MM online views), SXSW Jury Winner Made In China, and critically-acclaimed Never
Here.

MARINA STABILE (Producer)
Marina Stabile is an LA-based Producer and Line Producer for features, television, digital content, and
commercials. Originally from Brazil and Switzerland, she started her career working on short-form
documentaries for the United Nations at the International Labor Organization, then headed to Los
Angeles. She has since worked on such films as Sundance Grand Jury Prize winner Clemency (2019),
Beatriz at Dinner (Sundance 2017), Dead Women Walking (Tribeca 2018). She most recently served as
the VFX Production Supervisor on Fox’s Call of the Wild and line produced the LA unit of The Map of Tiny
Perfect Things for Amazon and FilmNation.

(Yet) Another Distribution Company is a London-based distribution company, launched by Phil Hunt,
founder of Head Gear investments, Bankside sales and co-founder of the new distribution diversity label,
Bohemia which is physically homed at The Apple Tree in Clerkenwell, London. (Yet) Another Distribution
Company aims to bring singular and invigorating genre narratives to UK and North-American audiences
while adhering to ethical business practices, and has launched a slate of projects including Martin
Owen’s THE INTERGALACTIC ADVENTURES OF MAX CLOUD starring Scott Adkins, Lashana Lynch and John
Hannah, and LAST MOMENT OF CLARITY directed by Colin and James Krisel, and starring Samara
Weaving and Brian Cox.

https://www.headgearfilms.com/
https://www.bankside-films.com/
https://bohemiamedia.co.uk/
https://theappletreelondon.com/


CAST BIOS

CLAIRE HOLT
Claire Holt is an Australian born actress who can next be seen in the horror comedy Untitled Horror
Movie (UHM) directed by Nick Simon, out on June 12, 2021. She will also soon star as the lead role of a
Chinese/American co-production called Painted Beauty, directed by newcomer Rob Prior.

She recently appeared in the crime thriller A Violent Separation, directed by Kevin and Michael Goetz
and the dramatic comedy film, The Divorce Party, which was released in February 2019.

In June 2017, she starred in the wildly successful underwater thriller 47 Meters Down opposite Mandy
Moore and directed by Johannes Roberts.

Previously, Holt appeared on the NBC critically acclaimed series Aquarius in which she starred opposite
David Duchovny for series creator John McNamara. The series was the first in network history to
premiere by releasing an entire season on several streaming platforms while simultaneously airing it
traditionally. Additional television credits include a recurring role on the CW hit series The Originals,
where she played the character “Rebekah” which she originated as a series regular on The Vampire
Diaries.

Holt first became popular amongst US audiences on the Nickelodeon series H2O: Just Add Water in the
role of “Emma Gilbert”. She went on to shoot the lead role of “Lindsey” in the Screen Gems film
Messengers II: The Scarecrow, opposite Norman Reedus, and produced by Sam Raimi.

She was then cast in ABC Family/ Paramount movie Mean Girls 2, directed by Melanie Mayron before
being cast in a lead role in the sweet indie film Blue Like Jazz opposite Marshall Allman. Holt then
returned to ABC Family with a recurring role in their hit series Pretty Little Liars opposite Lucy Hale.

Holt currently resides in Los Angeles with her husband and two children, she is originally from Brisbane,
Australia; she was born to English Mother and Australian Father, and has two sisters and a brother.

DARREN BARNET
Japanese American actor, writer and newest Netflix heartthrob, Darren Barnet gears up to take over
screens worldwide with the highly anticipated second season of “Never Have I Ever.” The wildly popular
coming-of-age comedy, created and inspired by executive producer Mindy Kaling’s childhood is returning
to Netflix after a record breaking first season that coined Darren worldwide as “the internet’s boyfriend.”

Barnet has been busy filming during the pandemic and has multiple projects set for 2021. Barnet will
appear in “Untitled Horror Movie.” The actor of Japanese, Cherokee Indian, German, and Swedish
descent stars in this comedy-horror film set on computer screens and “found footage style” alongside
Luke Baines, Claire Holt, Emmy Raver-Lampman, Katherine McNamara, and Timothy Granaderos His
latest project, the Netflix rom com, Love Hard, is an American romantic comedy film directed by Hernán
Jiménez and is aimed to release later this year. The star-studded cast includes Nina Dobrev, Jimmy O.
Yang, Harry Shum Jr., & Mikaela Hoover.

Barnet's earliest credited role was as "Young Jack Pearson" in the hit NBC series, This is Us. From there,
Barnet went on to guest appearances on Criminal Minds and SWAT for CBS, and Family Reunion for
Netflix. He can also be seen as the leading man in the latest American Pie spin-off titled, American Pie
Presents: Girls Rules, as well as a recurring character on the final season of Marvel: Agents of Shield.



Darren was born in Los Angeles, but moved to Orlando, Florida where he attended Dr. Phillips High
School in Orlando, in its prestigious Center for International Studies magnet program and was captain of
the Varsity Lacrosse team. Barnet received a full academic scholarship to attend Berry College in Rome
Georgia. At Berry College he was actively involved in theater and film. Darren starred as Joe Farkas in The
Last Night of Ballyhoo, and as Bernard in Boeing Boeing, while simultaneously producing various student
films, as well as writing and anchoring the campus news show, titled Beyond the Bubble.

Passionate at honing his acting skills, he is currently studying at Will Wallace Acting Company. Barnet
also studied languages, Japanese and French, and speaks conversational Spanish. His love for languages
has given him an innate gift at accents, from the Bronx to Ireland, and most in-between. In Barnet’s
spare time he writes screenplays and music, and raps for fun.

EMMY RAVER-LAMPMAN
Emmy Raver-Lampman is a force to be reckoned with.

She is best known for her starring role as Allison Hargreeves in Netflix’s series, “The Umbrella Academy”
opposite Ellen Page and Tom Hopper. The story follows the estranged members of a dysfunctional family
of superheroes known as the Umbrella Academy. The show premiered on Netflix in February 2019 and
released its second season on July 31st, 2020. Season 2 of “The Umbrella Academy” had the longest #1
streak for any scripted show on Netflix as of August 2020.

Emmy was most recently seen in the independent feature, WEDNESDAYS, opposite J.Lee and Seth Green.
The dark comedy follows a successful thirtysomething who has just discovered therapy. The film was
released on June 26th, 2020.

Raver-Lampman can soon be seen in Nick Simon’s UNTITLED HORROR MOVIE, a comedy-horror film shot
entirely during lockdown with the entire writing, pre-production and filming process taking place
remotely. Emmy stars in the film alongside Luke Baines, Katherine McNamara, Claire Holt, Darren Barnet
and Timothy Granaderos. The movie follows these six actors who decide to shoot their own horror movie
as their hit TV show is on the brink of cancellation. In their search for a plot, they unintentionally
summon a spirit with an affinity for violence, who starts picking them off one by one. The film is
expected to be released in 2020.

It was recently announced that Raver-Lampman will be joining AppleTV+’s hit animated series “Central
Park.” She will voice mixed-race character Molly Tillerman (previously voiced by Kristen Bell). She will
work alongside an all-star cast including Josh Gad, Leslie Odom Jr., Daveed Diggs, Stanley Tucci, Kathryn
Hahn and Tituss Burgess.

Raver-Lampman is set to star in Warner Media’s GATLOPP, which follows four friends 10 years after
college getting together for friendly drinking game. They have no idea what the game has in store for
them - the night that follows is a hilarious and horrific gauntlet that will test their bodies, minds, and
friendships.

Raver-Lampman will soon appear in MGM’s DOG with Channing Tatum. Lampman will play the
supporting role of Bella. The film follows a former Army Ranger Briggs (Tatum) who finds an unlikely
friendship in Army Ranger dog Lulu as they help one another deal with life after the trauma of war.



Raver-Lampman is a triple threat and no stranger to the stage. She was part of the ensemble for the
original Broadway cast of HAMILTON and went on to originate the role of Angelica Schuyler in
HAMILTON’s First National Touring company. This past winter, Emmy stared alongside Solea Pfeiffer in
the Signature Theatre’s world premiere of the new musical GUN & POWDER, which opened on January
28th, 2020. This marked a reunion for the two, who played sisters Eliza and Angelica Schuyler while
touring for HAMILTON. GUN & POWDER is inspired by the true story of Mary and Martha Clarke,
African-American twins, who pass themselves as white to help settle their mother’s sharecropper debt
and seize the funds by any means necessary. However, their bond of sisterhood is tested when they fall
in love with two very different men.

She starred on Broadway in the original cast of the 2011 HAIR revival. Her other theater credits include
starring as Pearl Krabs in the SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS musical in Chicago and appearing in WICKED as
an ensemble member and standby for the role of Elphaba.

Raver-Lampman had recurring roles on the ABC drama “A Million Little Things” and the CW’s “Jane the
Virgin.”

KATHERINE McNAMARA
Katherine McNamara is an actress and singer who is perhaps best known for her role as ‘Clary Fray’ in
the Freeform series “Shadowhunters.” The fantasy show, based on a series of young adult books, drew a
massive fanbase and garnered multiple People’s Choice Award and Teen Choice Award wins. The series
aired its final episode on May 6th, 2019.

McNamara starred in the CW’s “Arrow” as ‘Mia Smoak (aka Blackstar)’. Initially only referred to as
Blackstar, Mia is an underground cage fighter from a possible future. The reveal of Mia’s true identity as
the daughter of Oliver Queen and Felicity Smoak was described as the best twist of Season 7. The 8th
and final season ended in January of 2020.

Katherine will next be seen in CBS All Access’ new mini-series, “The Stand,” based on the Stephen King
novel. Katherine stars alongside James Marsden, Whoopi Goldberg and Amber Heard. The highly
anticipated series premiere released on December 17th of 2020.

This past spring, McNamara wrapped production on upcoming film “Push” alongside Victoria Justice.
McNamara can soon be seen in comedy-horror film, “Untitled Horror Movie.” The film was shot entirely
during lockdown with writing, pre-production and the filming process taking place remotely. The film is
expected to be released in 2021. McNamara also has film, “Finding You,” releasing spring of 2021
opposite Vanessa Redgrave.

McNamara began her career on Broadway at the age of 13 as ‘Fredrika’ in “A Little Night Music,” starring
opposite Catherine Zeta-Jones and Angela Lansbury. Her other roles include ‘Esther Jane’ in the
pre-Broadway world premiere of “A Christmas Story, the Musical!” as well as “To Kill a Mockingbird,”
“The Crucible,” “Inherit the Wind” and “Galileo.” She has also been cast in a number of Equity
workshops/readings, including “PAN” with Laura Osnes, which was created by the “In the Heights”
creative team.

In 2018 Katherine reprised her role as ‘Sonya’ in the third installment of “The Maze Runner” trilogy,
“Maze Runner: The Death Cure” alongside Dylan O’Brien and Kaya Scodelario. She originated the role in
the second film “Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials.”



McNamara now divides her acting talents between television and film. Notable television credits include
“CSI,” “Unforgettable,” “Law & Order: SVU,” “Drop Dead Diva,” “30 Rock,” “Late Night with David
Letterman,” MTV “Happyland,” “Workaholics,” “Unforgettable,” “Jessie,” “Good Morning America,” PBS’s
“Sondheim! The Birthday Concert,” and the highly acclaimed Freeform series “The Fosters.”

McNamara made her big screen debut in Warner Bros.’ “New Years Eve,” in which she portrays ‘Lily.’ She
also starred in the Disney Channel Original Movie “Girl Vs. Monster” opposite Olivia Holt, which
attracted more than 5 million viewers, as well as the independent film “Contest” as ‘Sarah O’Malley’
opposite Kenton Duty. The film dives into the dark world of high school bullying and found a home on
Cartoon Network as part of their anti-bullying initiative. Other film projects include “Tom Sawyer &
Huckleberry Finn” opposite Joel Courtney and Jake T. Austin, Disney’s family-friendly “Little Savages,”
Universal’s film by R.L. Stine, “MONSTERVILLE: Cabinet of Souls,” “A Sort of Homecoming” opposite Laura
Marano, “Is That a Gun in Your Pocket?” with Cloris Leachman, “Natural Selection” with Anthony Michael
Hall, “A Wife’s Nightmare” with Jennifer Beals and “Indiscretion” with Mira Sorvino and Cary Elwes.

The triple threat has added music to her resume as well. McNamara plays the guitar and piano and
enjoys singing and songwriting. She has shared her passion for music with the world by releasing songs
“Making a Monster” which can be heard in episode 1 of “The Stand.”  She has also released “Ember”
(2017), which was featured in the “Shadowhunters” Season 2 finale, and “Glass Slipper” (2017). In
addition, she has several songs featured in films, including her original song “Chatter” (2013) on the
“Contest” soundtrack.

McNamara also has a passion for all forms of dance including ballet, tap, jazz, hip hop, lyrical, waltz and
hula.

At the age of 14, McNamara graduated with honors from high school and graduated summa cum laude
with a degree in Business with an emphasis in Finance from Drexel University’s Le Bow School of
Business at the age of 17. She is now pursuing a Master of Literature at the John Hopkins University as
part of their Advanced Academics graduate degree program.

McNamara is committed to giving back to the community. She is a champion for the United Nations
Foundation’s girl empowerment campaign, Girl Up, a spokesperson for Stomp Out Bullying, an avid
supporter of the MS Society and the Lollipop Theater Network, a lifetime Girl Scout and a volunteer for
the Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles. She is also a regular attendee of Children's Mercy Hospital's Big
Slick celebrity weekend in support of pediatric cancer research and treatment programs.

Originally from Kansas City, Missouri, McNamara currently resides in Los Angeles.

TIMOTHY GRANADEROS
Timothy Granaderos Biography Timothy Granaderos is most well known for his role of Montgomery De
La Cruzin all four seasons of the critically acclaimed, Netflix original drama series “13 Reasons Why.”
Executive produced by Selena Gomez and Brian Yorkey, the show follows a teenage girl’s perplexing
suicide as classmates listen to a series of tapes that unravel the mystery of her tragic choice. Granaderos
is a scene stealer as Monty, a hot-headed yet fiercely loyal jock who constantly finds himself in the
middle of controversy with his abrasive attitude. On the film front Granaderos will next be seen starring
in HULU comedy “PLAN B”. This will be released May 28th, 2021. Additional recent credits for
Granaderos include starring as Ash Franklin in the hit HULU/go90/AwesomenessTV psychological thriller
drama series, “T@gged,” a lead role in go90/Complex Network’s mystery drama series “In the Vault”
(2017), “Chasing Life,” “Rosewood,” and recurring as Lucas on the Marvel/HULU drama series “The



Runaways,” created by Josh Schwartz and Stephanie Savage. Born and raised in the city of Portage,
Michigan Granaderos grew up as an athlete. He played soccer through high school and went on to
become a Division One star player at Michigan State University, while graduating with a degree in
advertising. Upon graduation Granaderos decided to move to Los Angeles and got his start in the
entertainment industry as a production assistant. After working behind the scenes for a few years, a
modeling agency reached out to him and he started booking commercial gigs, one of the first being for
PEPSI. Granaderos discovered he loved bringing characters to life, and decided to fully immerse himself
in the craft, taking acting lessons and auditioning regularly by 2015. When he isn't on set, you can find
Granaderos playing soccer, hiking, going to the beach, and exploring nature. He loves the outdoors–
camping is his happy place. He is also a bit of a gamer, and currently enjoys playing Fortnite on XBOX.
Granaderos currently lives in Los Angeles.

UNTITLED HORROR MOVIE Fan Distribution

Untitled Horror Movie was conceived for the fans, with the movie being distributed directly to the fans.
The fan-direct distribution and marketing campaign will mobilize a global fanbase of over 24 million fans,
with the ability for them to buy into a world-first global livestream movie premiere special event.

The movie will premiere to a global audience on June 12 via the livestream platform Maestro, following
in the footsteps of tastemakers such as Coachella and Balenciaga, Katy Perry and Billie Eilish. The film will
be released globally on home entertainment from June 15.

The producers have resisted the normal route to market via a sales agent and a spread of international
distributors to sell the film. They have held back all the global rights to the film enabling them to
independently produce the global premiere livestream event -  not only selling tickets directly to fans but
also taking advantage of the halo marketing effect of the livestream as they intend to sell the film 3 days
later on home entertainment platforms like Amazon and iTunes.

Producer Bronwyn Cornelius says “It’s exhilarating to have the filmmaking team directly involved in the
overall distribution and marketing strategy with our partner, Yet Another Distribution Company. The
social media insights and support of the main six actors gives us a great road map as to the international
territories that are relevant for distribution to the 24 million fan base, enabling us to directly target our
release plan, as well as simultaneously release the film worldwide.”  Fellow producer Marina Stabile
added, "By marketing directly to the fans, we are able to avoid the traditional sales agent expenses and
large costs associated with a theatrical release. Plus, distributing on home entertainment platforms a
couple days after the global virtual cinema livestream also gives us a direct revenue share with the
platforms. We hope this innovative approach will prove highly successful and help empower
independent filmmakers in the future."
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UNTITLED HORROR MOVIE

STARRING
Luke Baines

Darren Barnet
Tim Granaderos

Claire Holt
Katherine McNamara

Emmy Raver-Lampman

Directed by Nick Simon

Written by Luke Baines & Nick Simon

Produced by Bronwyn Cornelius, p.g.a.
Marina Stabile, p.g.a.

Producers Luke Baines, p.g.a.
Nick Simon, p.g.a.

Executive Producers Randy Sinquefield
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FULL CAST

Declan Luke Baines
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Alex Emmy Raver-Lampman
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Bobbie Brower Aisha Tyler
Harry Kevin Daniels
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Michelle Sohm Kapila

CREW

Associate Producer Kevin Duggin

Production Supervisor Dan Lawler
1st Assistant Director Laura Klein
Script Supervisor Gaelle Harvey
Hair Department Head Stefanie Terzo

Action Consultants Shara Kim
Anita Nittoly

Stunt Double Shara Kim

Media Manager (Miami) Harrison Fishman
Production Assistant (New York) Callum Stembridge

Post Production Supervisor Don Money
Visual Effects Supervisor Joshua James Johnson
Lead VFX Artist Joshua James Johnson
Compositors Jake DeNunzio

Adam Sherman
Additional VFX by Curtis McCain

Opening Title by Adam Sherman



Turnover by Zachary Stantion-Savitz

Audio Post Production & ANARCHY POST
Color Grading by

Re-recording Mixer Sean Higgins
Sound Supervisor Dan Snow
Sound Designer T.J. Jaques
Sound Effects Editor Kyle Lane
Dialogue Editor Sean Higgins
ADR Mixer Kyle Lane
Audio Assistant Maggie McCoy
Foley Mixer Ryan Maguire
Foley Artist Joan Rowe
Foley Editor Maggie McCoy
Online Supervisor Eric Lalicata
Colorist Joel Ides

Music Recorded at The Zoom

Additional Arrangement by Drew Denton
Scott Hedrick
Navid Hejazi

Strings Ro Rowan
Navid Hejazi
Marta Honer

Soprano Maria Schafer

Music Mixed at The Zoo Creatives Studio

Production Attorneys Elsa Ramo
Chad Russo

Distribution Legal Services Ramo Law

Collection Account Management Fintage Collection Account Management B.V.

Publicity Rogers & Cowan PMK

Distribution Advisory Services CAA Media Finance Group

Producer of Marketing & Miranda Fleming
Distribution



SONGS

"What Can I Do"
Written by Olivia Jean

Performed by The Black Belles
Courtesy of Third Man Vinyl LLC

"So It Goes"
Written by Richie Follin
Performed by Guards

Courtesy of Position Music
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